Sharing Mobile Networks
Why the Pros Outweigh the Cons
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Mobile network operators have been looking into the possibility of sharing their network infrastructure for several years now. Yet surprisingly few such arrangements have been made, especially in mature markets. In private, operators offer a variety of reasons for not engaging in sharing deals, often fearing the operational complexity they may bring, the up-front transformation costs, and the potential loss of control over their own destinies.

None of these reasons really hold up under analysis, however, especially given the potential for substantial savings in the cost of operating shared networks and the range of potential governance models that sharing parties can choose from. Though up-front infrastructure transformation costs can be high, they can be paid for by future savings or mitigated through emerging alternative financing arrangements.

Most important, operators should act quickly to make network-sharing arrangements. The early movers will be in a position to shape deals with partners of their choice, giving them a distinct cost advantage in their markets. And operators that have plans to implement long-term evolution (LTE) networks soon will find that these deployments can benefit significantly from well-planned network-sharing deals.
With revenues under pressure, the ongoing explosion of data demanding that networks be upgraded, and next-generation LTE requiring further investments in networks, mobile network operators are scrutinizing their cost structures more than ever. As a result, these operators have been actively pursuing the potential of network sharing as a way to boost their returns on capital and reduce costs.

By teaming up with rivals in their markets to build, run, and maintain mobile networks—and splitting the expenses—operators can save as much as 30 to 40 percent of the cost. We estimate that mobile sharing offers the potential to save the European mobile industry €20 billion to €40 billion (US$25 billion to $50 billion) annually over the next five years, given its expected sales of around €150 billion in 2012. This translates to annual savings in the range of €1 billion to €2 billion for an individual large operator with revenues of €50 billion—no small drop in the bucket (see “Reaping the Benefits,” page 9).

Despite the potential, however, and the relative technical and financial flexibility of sharing arrangements, few operators have taken the plunge. In Europe, many operators have engaged in limited cell site sharing, but so far only about 10 comprehensive, large-scale deals have been closed and implemented. More network-sharing deals have been made in emerging markets, but that’s because the larger number of greenfield situations requiring entirely new networks in these markets make them ripe for collaboration among new entrants. Other stakeholders that might benefit—including shareholders and customers, through higher share prices and lower subscription costs—have not encouraged telecom operators to make more deals.

The reasons behind the reluctance to enter into network-sharing deals do not hold up under scrutiny. They generally fall into four categories—strategic, financial, technical, and transactional—and the solutions to them should provide a way for every mobile network operator to discover the benefits to be gained in sharing.

By teaming up with rivals in their markets to build, run, and maintain mobile networks, operators can save as much as 30 to 40 percent of the cost.
Many operators, particularly mobile incumbents whose early entrance into their markets has given them the best coverage and network quality, assume that sharing their network with rivals would dilute their competitive advantage. Some feel that they would not be able to control the direction their network would take in the future, their rollout strategies, and their choices about hardware and vendors. Finally, they point to the regulatory risk: that their market share might become so large that regulators would impose a fully regulated new entity to run the entire market’s mobile network.

Can an operator’s network really be a strategic differentiator? Not in the case of ordinary 2G and 3G networks; surveys have shown that their subscribers don’t notice any difference between networks, even if technical measurements tell a different story. Operators looking for strategic advantage through newer technologies, such as LTE, can still share their networks, because each partner to a deal gets to decide which technology to deploy on their shared equipment, and the network footprint to be shared.

Moreover, the fear of losing control over the future direction of their networks is simply misguided. Of course, the managers of the shared network must work within the limits of the performance targets set by both partners in the deal. But operators can always demand a certain degree of autonomy, letting them keep independent control of selected, strategically important sites such as on-site solutions for large business customers.

Worries about regulators might render deals involving shared spectrum unrealistic at this stage. Yet in several countries, operators whose joint market share exceeds 50 percent have already implemented other types of active sharing. Depending on the market’s regulatory context, clarifying the differences between a commercial merger and a technical sharing deal will likely help regulators overcome any potential concerns.
Many operators jump to the conclusion that network sharing simply won’t work in their particular case. Those with mature networks and few plans for future expansion argue that most of the potential savings eludes them and that their sunk costs are irrecoverable. Market leaders claim that they have no potential partner of similar size and a deal with a smaller competitor will unfairly benefit the partner. The initial cost of a network-sharing deal can also be daunting, so operators that don’t have the funds on hand to make the necessary investment are likely to assume that they simply can’t afford to participate.

Moreover, if network assets are to be transferred to the new sharing entity, a significant tax may be incurred, which could have a real impact on the company’s income statement. If so, the benefits of sharing for the first couple of years may be wiped out and the business case for partnering may not look so attractive. This can be another reason that large operators may feel they can’t share networks with those that have smaller asset bases.

Yet the benefits of sharing are clear. The initial costs involved in the transition stage typically range between €20,000 and €30,000 per site, about a third the cost of building a new site. And even after the transformation cost is factored in, the business case typically remains attractive. The initial capital expenditures required will

The initial cost of a network-sharing deal can be daunting, so operators that don’t have the funds on hand to make the necessary investment are likely to assume that they simply can’t afford to participate.
be gradually paid for through the savings generated over the life of the deal, and the ongoing reduction in operating expenses will continue to provide a real lasting benefit. In most cases, operators will reach the break-even point after two or three years (see Exhibit 1).

Even if the partners to a network-sharing agreement enter negotiations with different assets, a deal can still be made, so long as the parties are willing to concede these initial differences and it is clear that the outcome benefits both. To that end, the differences in asset values need to be equalized, and the party with the less attractive cost structure needs to be compensated.

Finally, some operators are turning to outside investors to finance the initial costs involved in a network-sharing deal. More and more investors are shopping around for attractive investments with limited risk, precisely the opportunity that infrastructure-heavy network-sharing arrangements can offer. The general structure of these deals is straightforward: Investors put up the money needed to pay for the initial transformation and then share the future operating savings with the operators.

Investors can make further gains by offering other mobile operators the opportunity to join in the network-sharing arrangement, and financing their up-front costs as well. As the original sharing deal lowers the cost basis of the parties involved, their competitive position will improve compared with other market players, which will then have an increasingly powerful incentive to participate. Adding to the number of operators involved will not only improve the investment case for the deal, but also mitigate potential regulatory concerns regarding the increased market power of the original deal.

Exhibit 1
Normalized 10-Year Cash-Out Profile of a Typical Network-Sharing Deal

Note: Figures include unilateral micro sites.
Source: Booz & Company analysis
A combined network, some operators believe, is fraught with too many technological and operational perils, especially during the transition. The result, they fear, will be little financial benefit and the potential for chaos. Operators using different spectrums may view their networks as simply incompatible, while others may have competing visions of how and when to deploy LTE or on coverage requirements, given their different customer bases. And some simply insist that their networks have special technical conditions that make it impossible to partner with anyone.

Yet these hurdles, too, can be overcome. Even if a potential deal does not involve the rollout of new sites, existing 2G, 3G, and LTE networks can be combined. More recently built networks can be shared quite easily, especially if they have been equipped with state-of-the-art single RAN technology, as most of them have. The technology allows networks of different generations to be combined on the same site, and upgrading them becomes relatively inexpensive, increasing the potential financial benefit of sharing deals.

The key to making the best deal possible lies in seeking out opportunities to maximize the cost savings everywhere. The more equipment that can be reused, such as any recently renewed single RAN equipment, the better. Choosing the best technology for sharing sites will make a difference; trying to accommodate legacy equipment, for instance, may lead to unnecessarily heavy investments. In dealing with these technical issues, operators should strive to coordinate the transition to the shared network with the network modernization cycles they may have needed anyway.

Finally, any deal should give both parties the room to operate unilaterally within clear limits, modernizing their networks when and where they choose and setting their own individual network performance targets.
THE PROCESS IS TOO COMPLEX

Many operators don’t feel confident that they can close a network-sharing deal, or execute on it afterward. Negotiations, they worry, will only get bogged down in the details, take forever, and lead nowhere. Or the expectations for the claimed benefits are simply too high and cannot be met. All in all, a waste of time.

Yet the process of entering into and carrying out these deals can be eased by making sure that each party involved in the deal clearly understands the terms involved. Leadership counts too: The managerial and technical complications can be overcome if the executive team makes clear its determination to get the deal done and sets ambitious but realistic targets and time lines.

The negotiating team should be made up of the best, most experienced people. They should go into the discussions with clear expectations, and plan to get the deal completed quickly. As a rule of thumb, what cannot be agreed on within three months will likely never be settled. The negotiations should include a framework that sets guidelines and goals for the key elements of the agreement, including the technological and geographic scope, the assets to be included, and the partnership setup (see Exhibit 2).

**Exhibit 2**
*Network-Sharing Operating Model Options*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>2G only</th>
<th>3G only</th>
<th>2G and 3G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology Scope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Coverage</td>
<td>Rural only</td>
<td>Urban only</td>
<td>Everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Technologies</td>
<td>No inclusion of LTE</td>
<td>Deferred Inclusion of LTE</td>
<td>Immediate inclusion upon availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration Depth</td>
<td>Managed capacity/roaming</td>
<td>Site sharing</td>
<td>Infrastructure sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowed Exclusions</td>
<td>Macro sites</td>
<td>Micro sites</td>
<td>Macro and micro sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assets and Rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum</td>
<td>No spectrum sharing</td>
<td>2G spectrum</td>
<td>3G spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of Heritage</td>
<td>No asset transfer</td>
<td>Existing assets only</td>
<td>New assets only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation Mode</td>
<td>Cooperation agreement</td>
<td>Joint venture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Scope</td>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Operations and third-party contracts</td>
<td>Network plan, build, and operate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility Split</td>
<td>Geographic split</td>
<td>No separation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Parties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-Party Involvement</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Equipment vendor</td>
<td>Financial investor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deal Opening</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>National roaming</td>
<td>Site basis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Booz & Company analysis
The notion that first movers in network sharing will gain a real advantage over their non-sharing rivals suggests that it behooves every mobile operator to address any lingering concerns, start thinking seriously about the opportunity, and move fast. The conditions for making good deals will likely decline in most markets; indeed, several operators that have adopted a wait-and-see attitude have already been left out in the cold, at least for the time being.

Shareholders in mobile operators have a role to play here. They should not allow themselves to be appeased with an array of excuses for avoiding these deals. It has been shown again and again that sharing works. Management teams should be actively encouraged to investigate the network-sharing possibilities in their markets, given their potential for improving the bottom line and ultimately the share price.

Investors looking for low-risk opportunities to boost their returns should consider investing in these arrangements. Again, the first movers are likely to capture the best deals.
Reaping the Benefits

Two European mobile operators, one with an estimated 10,000 sites and the other with about 8,000, decided to band together to share their 2G and 3G networks.

Moving to a shared footprint allowed the two operators to retire 45 percent of their existing sites, saving a total of 8,000 sites. It also rendered 45 percent of their combined planned rollout of new sites unnecessary. By reusing equipment and choosing the most efficient way to upgrade their current sites, the partnership spent just €250 million on the upgrade—€20,000 to €30,000 per site—30 percent or so of their planned network upgrade spending.

The cost of the upgrade was partly self-financing, thanks to a combination of the saved rollout costs and ongoing savings—the deal provided positive cash flow by the third year, and broke even in the fourth. Ultimately, the deal saved the two operators 40 percent of their annual run rate. The net present value of the deal was €250 million, and the operators expected €600 million in savings over its 10-year life, fully 20 percent of the two operators’ planned network spending.

Because the smaller of the two operators profited more from the reduction in its cost basis, it paid €80 million in compensation to the larger partner. Overall, a good deal for all concerned.
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